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COMPANY PROFILE
Paris Koskeridis & Co. was founded in 1985, privately owned facilities which stood in the old ring
road, at the height of Evosmos, and had as main activity the maintenance of trucks, as well as & for
the marketing of spare parts.
Since 1995 and on operates in the field of construction vehicles, while in the course of the years,
created many successful partnerships and representations with famous foreign companies.
Partnerships that continually expanding and covering more and more branches and types of vehicles
(official Service Partner of Schmitz Cargobull and Schwarzmüller for the Northern Greece).
By mid-2010, because of the increasing turnover and expanded its activities, the company moved its
headquarters to the new State-owned industrial plant in the industrial area of Sindos, with 3,000 m2
of buildings within the land of 12,000 m2.
The company's offices staffed by experienced mechanical - engineers and designers, always in
collaboration with experienced and specialized technical staff, examines and analyzes each need in
order to propose the most effective and qualitative solutions in manufacture of bodies.
At the same time provides a complete range of various accessories and body equipment such as
refrigeration units (CARRIER & THERMO KING), hydraulic tail lifts (from ANTEO, D'HOLLANDIA & MBB
PALFINGER), hydraulic cranes (COPMA & ATLAS), mobile equipment for service vans (STORE VAN),
cameras & monitor settings (BRIGADE), generators and air-conditioners (TELAIR, HONDA, FISHER
PANDA, DIAVIA-DELPHI), satellite antennas (TELECO), hydraulic systems for the disabled
(BRAUNLIFT), platform lifts (CTE-LIFT) systems, fire protection systems (ROSENBAU), bunks and
spoilers cab (PONY), etc.
Specifically, the company P. Koskeridis & Co. manufactures truck bodies of all types, including open
type, with curtain systems, tippers, aluminum superstructure and for isothermal, refrigerators, van
insulation, fire trucks, ambulances and crisis management vehicles, mobile shops, open market
bodies, mobile audiovisual Television Studio, mobile blood donor rooms, mobile classrooms, mobile
kitchens, mobile libraries, vehicles for disabled people, mobile workshops, etc.
The objective of the company P. Koskeridis & Co. is to provide integrated solutions, after detailed
analysis of the client's needs, even the most specific requirements of modern professional and
ultimate satisfaction.
The commitment to quality is exemplified by the certification according to the new international
standard, ISO 9001: 2008 by TÜV-HELLAS, member of TÜV-NORD – Germany, which he has acquired.
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